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Propositions 
1. Alignment and sprouting depend on the size parameters of the underlying directional 
topography (this thesis). 
2. Endothelial cells form migrating aggregates on flat or minimally sized topographies. On larger 
topographies these aggregates disintegrate into adherent single cells (this thesis). 
3. Topography overrules (bio)chemical, durotactic and haptotactic cues of endothelial cells and 
myotubes (this thesis). 
4. Myotubes align to linear directional topographies, irrespective of topography size (this thesis). 
5. Topography enhances alignment of cells only above a critical minimal size threshold (this thesis). 
6. Myotubes support attachment and alignment of endothelial cells but do not support formation 
of a vascular network in vitro (this thesis). 
7. Accessory cells are needed to complete the vascularization process in vitro for muscle 
engineering (this thesis). 
8. We need to observe and understand nature to recreate it. Evolution has solved many problems, 
and we just need to open our eyes to see these solutions. 
9. Social distancing is showing us how we as individuals are more part of a society; much in the 
same way that cell types are part of the body. We do not exist without each other. Relationships 
are there but are not always visible.  
10. Directional topographies are the scientist’s way to create social distancing between cells. 
 
